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ON  THE  LAPLACE  TRANSFORM  OF A TEMPERATE
DISTRIBUTION  SUPPORTED  BY  A  CONE

bent e. petersen

Abstract. The temperate distributions supported by a closed

convex salient cone are characterized by explicit polynomial growth

of the Laplace transform at infinity and at the boundary of the

cylinder over the dual cone. This result is then used to characterize

by their Laplace transforms the smooth kernels of degree 1—n

where A is positive.

Let T be a closed convex cone in Rn with vertex at the origin. The

dual cone T+ is defined by

r+= {f e it» | <£, x) > 0, x e T}.

Clearly r++=r. The interior F^ of T+ is nonempty if and only if V is

salient, i.e. contains no one dimensional subspace. If £ £ Fjf then Ô—

(5(!)=inf{(£, x)\xe Y, \x\ = \) is equal to the distance from £ to the

boundary of F+ and Tg {x e Rn\(Ç, x)^ô\x\}.

Suppose now that F is closed convex and salient. Let J be a temperate

distribution with support contained in T and let F be the Laplace trans-

form of T. Then Streater and Wightman [4] attribute to unpublished

remarks of L. Gârding the following results.

(i) For each f0 £ r¡J" there exists a polynomial P such that

|F(f0 + i + irj)\ ^ \P(S + irj)\,       f £ F+, t¡ e R".

(ii) For each compact subset K of T+ there is a polynomial PK and an

integer rK such that

|F(ff + ir¡)\ ^ \PK(V)\ t~Tx,        ïeK,?ie R", 0 < t < 1.

Conversely, each holomorphic function in To+iRn which satisfies (i) and

(ii) is the Laplace transform of a temperate distribution with support in T.

Proofs may be found in [4] for the case of a special cone T in Rin with

the property that r+=r. In our first theorem we prove these results in
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such a way that we may see precisely how P depends on f0 and how PK

and rK depend on K.

If <p g £f(Rn) and m, N^.0 where N is an integer we define

\\<p\\m,N= max sup |(1 + \x\)mD*<p(X)\.
|a|SiV   x

Then these norms determine the topology of Sf{Rn). Our sign and other

conventions regarding the Laplace transform follow those of Schwartz [2].

In the following theorem m need not be an integer.

Theorem 1. Let T be a closed convex salient cone in R". If T is a

temperate distribution continuous relative to the norm || ■!!„,,# whose support

is contained in Y, then the Laplace transform FofT is a holomorphic func-

tion in the cylinder V^-\-iRn and there exists a constant C>0 such that

(1) |F(| + ir¡)\ ̂  C(l + ô(èTm-N)(l + If + irilf

for each f e F+ and r¡ e Rn.

Conversely if F is a holomorphic function in Tq+íR" which satisfies (1)

then F is the Laplace transform of a temperate distribution with support in Y.

We observe if we apply (1) to tlF(t£+itr¡) where t=ô(Ç)-1 we obtain

ihe following result.

Corollary.    If T is homogeneous of degree X—n then

|F(i + h)\ ^ Cô(ê)-\1 + ó(l)"1 If + ir¡\)N

for each f g TJ and r¡ e Rn.

Our second theorem characterizes Cœ kernels by their Laplace trans-

forms. This theorem was motivated by the possibility that it may prove

to be relevant to an interesting conjecture of K. T. Smith [3]. By a C*

kernel of degree X—n where X is a real number we mean a C°° function K

on Rn — (0) homogeneous of degree X — n. In general the Hadamard finite

part Pf K defines a temperate distribution and Pf K is homogeneous of

degree X—«if X^O, —1, —2, • • • . In case X >0 then AMs locally integrable

and defines a temperate distribution continuous relative to the norm

ll-IU+i.o.

Theorem 2. Let F be a closed convex salient cone in Rn. Let Kbe a C°°

kernel of degree X — n where X>0. Suppose the support of K is contained

in T and let F be the Laplace transform of K. Then for each integer m^O

there exists a constant Cm>0 such that if\ß\=m then

(2) \D"F(Í + ir¡)\ ̂ Cmó(f)-"lf + iy\-
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for each f e Y\ and rj e Rn. Conversely if F is a holomorphic function in

T%+iRn homogeneous of degree —A<0 such that (2) holds then F is the

Laplace transform of a Cœ kernel of degree X—n with support contained in T.

We begin by giving the proof of Theorem 2. If A—|a| + |/S|>0 then

D"xßK is a Cœ kernel of degree A-|a| + |/3|-n>-«. Hence by the

Corollary its Laplace transform is bounded by C(5(fr"*+l"Hil. If we denote

temporarily by D differentiation in the distribution sense then D"xßK—

ß"xßK is supported by the origin and is homogeneous of degree strictly

larger than — n and therefore is zero. Thus the differentiation in D*xßK is

in the distribution sense and hence the Laplace transform of D"xßK is

{C+irff{-D)ßF. It follows that if A-|a| + |/3|>0 then

(3) 1(1 + iri)"D>F(S + it])\ Í CÔ(ërX+i"Hfil.

Now let ffj^O be an integer. Then

If + ir)\m ^ (1 If; + iriÁY - 2 ~x l(f + Wl
|«| = m a-

Thus if \ß\>m-X then

|D'F(f + ir¡)\ ̂  Cßd(CTi+m-W Ii + iy\-m

and (2) certainly follows.

Conversely suppose Fis holomorphic in T«+//?", is homogeneous of

degree — A<0, and satisfies (2). By Theorem 1, Fis the Laplace transform

of a temperate distribution K with support in V. An easy computation

shows that K is homogeneous of degree 1 — n.

Let f e r,}-. According to (2) if |/9|^|a|+/i+l then

|(í + iri)*DßF(C + ir¡)\ < C(\ + \f)\Tn '

where C depends on a, ß and f. Thus (C + irj)*DßF(£-\-ir¡) is integrable

as a function of r¡ and hence its inverse Fourier transform is continuous,

i.e. e-^^D'H-xYK) is continuous. It follows that if \ß\^>k+n+l then

x"K is of class C*. Hence K is of class C=° on R"-(0).

We now proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.

If I £ r+ then c-<i'x> and all its derivatives are bounded on some open

half space which contains V and hence e_<{'-> T is temperate. Its Fourier

transform is a function if f £ Tq , and if F(i+ir¡)'*(e~<t''>T) (r¡) then F

is the Laplace transform of Fand is holomorphic in F(| +iR". See Schwartz

[2, Chapter 8].
Choose Qe®(Rn) such that 6(x)=\ for |x|^l. Then 6Teé'(Rn).

The Laplace transform of 6T is an entire function F, and Fl(C+ir¡) =

(OTf (t)-iÇ). Hence by the Paley-Wiener theorem [1, p. 211],

|Fi(f + ty)| ̂  C(l + |f tÍIíD'V ':)
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since BT has order <N. Here H is the support function of supp 07". In

particular if f g T+ then

H(- f) = sup{(- f, x) | x g supp 6T} < 0

and so

(4) |Fx(f+ ,>,)| <c(l+ |f+ «?!)",       fer+ifeü».

Now consider (1—0)7 and denote its Laplace transform by F2 so

F=F1+F2. Let h e £{R) be such that

h(t) = 0   ifi<l,

= 1   ifr^f.

Let f e JTJ, á = d(í), and define

f{x) = «(4^(1, x)(l + |x|2)"1/2).

Then xpeS\Rn) and we have: if v'W^O then (f, x)>(ó/4)|x|. If U=

{xeJT| |x|>| and (£, x)>(r3/2)|x|} then C/is an open neighborhood of

rnsupp(l-0). If x g t/then

4ó-i<f, jc>(1 + |x|2)-1/2 ^ 2 \x\ (1 + IjcI2)"1''2 > f

since |x|>|, and hence yi(x)=l. Thus y> is 1 on an open neighborhood of

rnsupp(l-0).
Now we claim that ^> = e-<5+i'''V belongs to £f(Rn). Indeed if A/^0

is an integer and k^.0, by the Leibnitz formula, if |a|^ A/ then

|D^(x)| ^ C 2 |DV<f+i"'x>| • |D>(x)|

where the sum is taken over \ß\ + \y\^M. On the support of y> we have

<f, x)^((5/4)|x| and hence

|D/(c-<i^.x>| < C(1 + if + i,|)i«r»«»i«i

on the support of y. Clearly we may choose a common bound for the

first M derivatives of h on the real line and therefore if |y|^M then

|D>(x)| ^ C(l + (T1 |f|)M ^ C(l + 0-1^(1 + Ifl)1"1

where C does not depend on Ô or f. Thus

||¿||fe lf ^ C(l + |f + /i7|)wmax(l + <r¡)sup(i + |x|)V(a/4)|11.
ISM x

Now clearly

e-M/4)|*|(1 + i^i^ ^ j + (4/c(5-y
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and

max(l + (T*)( 1 + ô~l) ¿ 4(1 + Or*-").
lé M

Thus

(5) m*M ̂  c(! + ¿(fr^'xi + if + ít¡\)ai

where C depends only on k and M.

Now let 6p(x)=Q{p~'ix), p= 1, 2, • • • . Then 6PT is a bounded sequence

in&"(Rn) and Q PT-*T in 2'{Rn). Hence by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem

dvT^T in &"(Rn). Let Gv be the Laplace transform of (1-0)0PF. Then

Gp is an entire function and

Gp(f + 117) = 0,T((1 - 0)e-<f+i"'->).

Now if I g To then ^ is 1 in a neighborhood of supp(I — 0)Fand hence

Gp(f + it?) = 0„T((1 - 0)0).

Since (1-0)0 g y(Rn) we have

(6) lirnG,« + ir¡) = T((l -0)0).

Now |Da0J)(x)|=^-la||(D!'0)(Jp-1x)|^supJZ)a0(x)| and therefore

|c„(f + ir¡)\ ̂  c \\<f>\\m¡N ^ c(i + ¿—*xi + If + in\y

where C does not depend on p. Then by the Lebesgue dominated converg-

ence theorem the convergence in (6) is in the sense of if'n(Rn). But

G3)(f-r-í'j?)=(0J,e-<í->(l-0)r)" converges in ^(Rn) to (e-<(>(l-d)T)* =

F2(i + ir¡) and therefore we have F2(i+ir¡)=T((l— 0)0). It follows that

(7) |F2(f +ir¡)\ÚC\\<p\\m¡N.

Statements (4), (5) and (7) yield (1).

The converse follows immediately from the remarks preceding Theorem

1. Indeed our hypotheses have the appearance of being stronger than (i)

and (ii) since ó(f0+f)^<5(f0). In outline the proof goes as follows. That F

is the Laplace transform of a distribution Fis immediate [2, p. 306]. That

the support of T is contained in F++=r follows by a theorem of J. L.

Lions [2, p. 310]. Finally that Fis temperate is shown by the argument of

L. Gàrding [4, p. 62],
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